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Inspired by the gently flaring rim of a vintage champagne flute, the Flute collection has a refined and

sleek silhouette. Contemporary yet evocative of the past; of glamour and celebration. The Art Deco

inspired arch line adds a touch of femininity to the collection’s streamlined design, making it both

minimalist and glamorous.Smooth inclined angles support the back and neck of the bather, while its

ergonomic design provides a comfortable and relaxing experience.

The collection features a bathtub and ensuite countertop basins available in an oval or round option,
providing flexibility depending on the layout of your bathroom, and available in our full range 

MarbleForm® colours.

MarbleForm is a unique material,handcrafted from natural materials in an eco-friendly production

process.Uniquely heat retentive, easy to clean, stain resistant and with a wide range of colours,

finishes and forms; from highly traditional to cutting edge, create a stylish sanctuary in your home.

To learn more about: https://www.claybrookinteriors.com/en/new/stories/wall-hung-basin-2/

FLUTE COLLECTION



United States

Alexander Merchant – Oklahoma City

Pirch – California

We are pleased to announce the addition of Pirch and Alexander Marchant to our US retail network.

Pirch is known as the ultimate source for luxury bathroom and kitchen fittings in California, while

Alexander Marchant provides a broad range of hardware, lighting, and plumbing fixtures in

Oklahoma City. Claybrook displays have been installed and are looking exceptional at both

locations.

To locate your nearest retailer, please visit: https://www.claybrookinteriors.com/en/locations/

EXTENDING OUR REACH

Alexander Merchant – Oklahoma City



United States

Resting on the corner of 57th Street and Fifth Avenue, the new incarnation of the 100-year-old

Crown Building, Aman’s newest island destination – Aman New York is now open. Celebrating

Aman’s philosophy of creating sanctuaries beyond commonplace notions of luxury, whilst paying

homage to the building’s striking architecture and significant history .

Developed by OKO Group, Aman New York is the 9th Aman project created by hospitality design

expert – Denniston. Aman New York offers a collection of 83 extraordinary spacious suites and 22

private branded residences. All Residences feature high-spec interior finishes in a bespoke-designed

palette, the Claybrook bespoke free-standing MarbleForm bathtubs were installed in the very first

urban and incomparable private Aman Residences bathrooms.
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AMAN NEW YORK



Australia

Hotel Vera, located at 710 Sturt Street in Ballarat’s historic heart, has opened after four years of

development. It features seven personalized suites and is also home to award-winning restaurant,

Underbar. Hotel Vera focuses on curated interiors, hand-selected amenities, and commitment to

sustainability.

Owners Martin Shew and David Cook-Doulton prioritize eco-friendly practices and environmental

integrity. They lovingly restored a historic building, recycled demolished materials, created gardens,

installed EV chargers, and partnered with local social enterprise Fifteen Trees to plant 250 trees to

help offset the impact of the hotel build. 
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HOTEL VERA
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